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A HE\'/ IRELAND THE ACC~~PrANCE OF DIVERSITY · t:L_John HUME 

The conflict in the North has now· gone on for some seventeen years, longer 

than the first world war, the second world \'/ar and the Vietnam 1-var put 

together. 'rhe statistics of tragedy are 1ve;t.l knovm~- .the deaths, the 

injuries, the prison population, the unemployment figures. One 1·rould 

imagine thatthose statistics alone would have led to a deep questioning 

among even the most hardened of extremists as to where their methods and 

attitudes were leading. One would have thought that it would have led to 

deep and searching debate rTi.!~;fpolitical :parties and within the connunity 

as a whole. One would not have expected to hear the language of the 1~'s 

from political leaders of the 1980's. One would not have expected that 

methods which had not only failed miserably in the past, methods 1V:r..ich 

had clearly increased divisions, tensions and suffering and made the problem 

1wrse, vwuld still be actively used. Instead the old failed methods are 

paraded by their advocates as patriotism, the old slogans are paraded as 

tough talk. If tough talk could have solved our problems, they 1-TOuld have 

been solved long ago. If violence could have solved our problems, peace 

and stability vTould have long broken out. 

There is nothing new in the North of Ireland in many of the scenes •·re 

rritness. Sectarianism, tit for tat killings, have recurred in the ~iorth for 

centuries. Yet it is in the second half of the twentieth century that has 

occurred the most offensive obscenity of all. It has been necessar.l this 

time to build a brick wall in Belfast to separate Catholic and Protestant areas 

and to protect them from one another. 
,, 

Believe it or not it~ called the 

t 11 

peace line. That 'l'msA thought necessary in any previous period of tension. 

Perhaps it vlill :cake us all pause for thought. 
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There is only one truth that screams at us from that 1·rall. It is that 

past attitudes have failed us and have brought us '\There 1·1e are. It is an 

indictment of everyone involved in the Irish problem. Past attitudes have 

built that ~·Tall. It therefore re1Jresents a poHerful challenge to this 

generation and to the parties involved to re-examine those attitudes in 

depth and to find a new way forvrard, a vmy forvrard thn.t vTill respect the 

diversity that exists on this isa'J.~ and vTill find a means of accommodating 

it uhich do not end in conflict. 

Unionist Rethink 

Unionism would claim to be the protector of the integrity of the Protestant 

tradition in Ireland. '~hat protection of that integrity should be a goal 

that He all should share. .Any society is richer for difference. It is not 

the Unionist objecti~l:t- with ~·Thich v1e quarrel. It is their method#. Their 

method is to live apart from the people with whom they share a piece of earth. 

Their ~thod is to hold all povrer in their mm hands. 11 \'lhat He have 1·Te hold''. 

11No surrender". 'Not an inch11 • 11Ulster says no". All negative, all defining 

the society in 'I'Thich they live as themselves alone. The exclusive use of 

power based on the maintenance of ~sectarian solidarity, a solidarity 

promoted by breeding fear of their neighbour~ cannot but lead to violence in 

any society. a::S Tf the leaders of the Unionist tradition want to live in a 

society vrhich is both peaceful and stable and vThich respects the integrity 

of their tradition then the way to do so is rather different but rather simple. 

It is the ~my in 'l'l'hich every democratic society in the world does so - respect 

and accommodate differences and have the self confidence to live in a genuine 

denocracy. That vli 11 be found when they $1. t dmm 1'/'i th the political leaders 

with whom they share this piece of earth and abandon the sheer negativism of 

past approaches. 
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It must be a matter of some concern to those in the Irish Protestant 

comr:mni ty who think deeply about the future and who do care about t::1eir 

neighbours to have seen a powerful and constructive people fall under 

the political leadership of such negati vism- and to wa"t<:h the ensuin.; seige ·:.. 

mentality dry up the creativity of a people. 1-lhere today are the talents and 

genius that gave eleven Presidents to the United States of America? 1·/here 

today is the constitutional innovation in a people lvhose forebears urote 

the American Declaration of Independence and fashioned the pluraliso of the 

American Constitution? 

Nationalist Rethink 

Not that the tradition with vlhich the Unionists share the island of Ireland can 
,\ 

be holier than thou. 
.. 

Indeed it could be justifably argued that the methods 

of the extreme proponents of that tradition ha~done more to reinforce the 

seige mentality in the Unionist population, to heighten their fear of the 

future and to heighten sectarianism. Shooting UDR men and RUC men dead is 

not calculated to create confidence in people with '1-Thom we claim to 1dsh to 

live in peace and harmony. It is naive not to recognise that protestant 

people in the North see such murders as attacks upon themselves, as sectarian 

murders. It has often seemed to me that Irish nationalism in this century has 

tended to concentrate on concepts of Ireland rather than on the real Ireland. 

To many in the nationalist tradition people and human lifehave been secondary 

to their objective. But the real Ireland is not a piece of earth. It is 

people and in the real Ireland Irish people are divided and cannot be brought 

together by guns and bombs. You caru1ot unite a people by dismembering them. 

One of the tragedies since 1920 of course is that many of those t'lho call 

themselves republicans in Ireland are not republican at all, they a re extrem~ 

nationalists and their definition of Ireland as expressed in their methods 
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leaves little room or respect for Protestant or Dissenter let alone the 

Catholic w·ho might differ from them. 

The Problem 

Dismissal of other viewpoints is of course easy. The fact is that r;J.Ost 

people w·ho follou these viewpoints believe in their approach. That is uhat 

makes re-examination and change so difficult. That is why criticism is not 

enough. Alternatives,and clear alternatives...~are necessary,if "tJTe are ever to 

convince those people who believe in those ways that may have the poHer of 

tradition behind them but have failed to build a community or an island 

that respects our differences. 

Difference is not our problem. It is that we have pushed difference to the 

point of division. From that division springs the many symptoms that are 

a consistent cause of complaint and that waste so much time and energy that 

ought to be devoted to the central problem. The Irish of all traditions have made 

~a powerful contribution to the building of so many democratic societies 

in this world by accepting that the essence of such democracies is the 

acceptance of diversity.~1'he \Wnder is that the Irish in Ireland have 

never yet learned it. 

The Process and its Stages 

vle in the SDLP have always argued that i'Te should begin where i'l'e are and not 

where \'l'e >Tould like to be. The statement of c;{ sloganised objectives is 

easy. Achieving them is another matter. There are no instant or sloganised 

anm'l'ers. Only a process, as i'l'e have said time and again, i'l'ill heal the 

division in Ireland.~Gnly patient work in developing that process over 

the years will produce the final stability. vle believe that to look back 
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over tl'lenty years of steady and sensible building will reveal and achieve 

far more progress than t>tenty years of either sloganeering or violence. 

i'/'e see the road ahead in three sta~es. The first s"Gage is the creation of 

equality of treatment in the North for all people. The second, based on 

that equality, is the process of reconciliation, of breaking dmmthe 

barrie~that divide us. In practice that means workin~ together in all 

institutions of the North and by so doing over the years to build the 

trust to replace the distrust that has disfigured us till nmv. There 1vill 

of course be many ~ups and setbacks on that road but everyone 1vho thinks 

other~·rise or who thinks that one simple paclr.age will heal the divisions of 

centuries is not living in the real 1·rorld. The second stage, the breaking 

down .. of barriers, will evolve naturally into the third stage, the development 

of ne1v relationships within Ireland and betueen Ireland and Britain. That 

will bring the only unity that really matters, a unity born of the agreement 

on hO'ii we are to live together, the forms of such unity to evolve by agreement 

and out of mutual trust and respect. This is a process that no one need fear 

since all are involved and since the Ireland that will emerge will be an 

Ireland built and agreed to by generations of building together. 

The Angle Irish Accord 

This brings me to the An~lo/Irish Agreement·-·· ifuat I find remarkable is that 

the An~lo/Irish Agreement bears no resemblance to the descriptions b~ its 

critics. One wonders whether they have either read it or understood it or 
'l whether party prejudices have run so deep as to blind their judgement. The 

·--~~ 
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frame1'lork for the process outlined above ought to be the Anglo/Irish framework. 
Firstly because it is the frame1wrk of the problem. The relationships that 

are in conflict are not confined to the North~ they are within Ireland and 
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betueen Ireland and Britain. The framework of the problem, the British 

Irish framework,should be the framework of the solution. Secondly it is 

the framm-;ork of maximum consensus; since it is based on the consensus of 
-the 59 million people of both island, rather than the consent of one and 

a half million of them. T1J.irdly and because of that is is the road of 

minimum risk. Every road to:ve.rds an answer if fraught 'lvi th risk. The 

road of minimum risk is the road based on the democratic consensus of the 

peoples of both islands. 

The framework that has been created is the Anglo/Irish Conference which is in 

effect a permanent Council of Ninisters from Britain and Ireland meeting on 

a regular basis, serviced by a permanent secretariat, to deal with a ~dde 

range of problems affecting the people of Northern Ireland. It is a 

decision maldng process which is much fairer than any prevd.ous such process 

and 1vhich is the ideal framework firstly for tackling immediate grievances 

within the North and ensuring equality of citizenship, thQ.n for dealing 1vi th 

the 1dder relationships which have a direct bearing on the problem of the 

North. It is in short an opportunity to use the democratic process to 

the full in order to pursue the healing process outlined above. It is not a 

solution to the Irish problem which is the false assumption on uhich many 

of its opponents criticise it, it is a framework of opportunity 1'1"hereby i;it we-

can move together tovrards a solution. It is permanent and future governments, 

using the framework, can make their contribution to the healing and building 

process. Hore importantly '\'Then taken in conjunction with the declarations 

embodied in the Agreement it removes completely the slightest justification 

for the use of violence in Ireland to achieve political objectives • 
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Declaration of Intent 

There are tuo declarations, only one of which has received detailed public 

attention. There shall be no change in the status of Northern Ireland \d thout 

the consent of a majority of its people. That is a st~tement of fact. Does \ 

anyone believe that the people of Ireland can be united by force or coercion? 

Does anyone believe that they can be united without agreement? Is not 

the evidence of divided peoples elsewhere that attempts to unite them by 

force have led only to partition and re-partition? 

l..S 
The second declaration(\ that if a majority in the North vrish for Irish unity 

that the British government >'Till facilitate and legislate for it. This is a 

clear statement by the British Government that it has no interest of its mm 

either strategic or otherwise on remaining in Ireland. It is a declaration 

that Irish unity is a matter for Irish people, for thase who uant it persuading 

those who don't. It is a clear challenge to all l'lho really believe in the 

cocrmon name of Irishman to do what has never been ~one, to enter a sustained 

period of persuasion, of breald.ng dovm of barriers. To seek to do so by 

bullets is an approach not alone of cowardice but one that reveals an almost 

total lack of self-confidence. 

The process involved is not one that any Northern Protestant need fear if he 

or she enter the process >rith self con&idence. They must be part of the 

process, part of the building. ~\lhat emerges must have their hallmark too;.~~ 

must respect and cater for the diversity of the Irish people. In the second 

half of the hrentieth century l'lhat is the alternative? 

The harsh truth is that vre \·Till be sharing the same piece of earth for a long 

time to come. \le can live together or we can live apart. Living apart has 
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not been very pleasant and has brought out the worst in us all. L~ving 

together and growing together 1rill be painful and difficult. There uill 

be many hiccups, many setbacks but the goal is worth achieving and it will 

take time. Is there another way? 
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